
 

Comprehensive threat protection and 
compliance for your enterprise

Symantec™ Integrated 
Cyber Defense

Cost and Complexity Are Increasing
of cyber security leaders claim that 
security analytics and operations are 
more difficult for their organization today 
than 2 years ago.82%

of organizations are committed to 
moving large volumes of workloads 
and applications to the public cloud, 
increasing the attack surface.

82%

of organizations are actively integrating 
disparate security tools together to 
form a more cohesive security 
software architecture.

84%

Source: ESG Research Report: The rise of cloud-based security analytics and operations technologies



Fragmented Tools No Longer Work
Almost two-thirds of large enterprises currently have at least 25 cybersecurity 
products in use1

Source: 1 ESG The Shift Toward Cybersecurity Technology Platforms, February 2019. 2 ESG Master Survey Results, Cybersecurity Landscape: 
The Evolution of Enterprise-class Vendors and Platforms, October 2018. 

>80%

91%

53%

of CXOs say too many independent tools 
impacts threat detection and response.2

of Enterprises considering or actively 
consolidating cyber security vendors.1

of organizations report a problematic 
cybersecurity skills shortage.2



The Need for an Integrated Cyber Defense

“Security analysts today deal with increasingly complex threats, fragmented 
security tools, and siloed organizations. To combat this, we are seeing that the 
cyber security landscape is demanding a shift to integrated platforms in order to 
reduce complexity and cost.”

– Rich Telljohann, Director of Business Development, IBM Security

Deploy End-to End 
Security Orchestration, 

Automation, and 
Remediation

Close Protection 
Gaps Across Vendors 

and Product Silos

Centralize and 
Leverage the Value 

of Security Data



Value of Symantec Integrated Cyber Defense

Reduced Complexity 
of Security Stack

Stronger Security 
Posture

Lower Operational 
Costs

Current Investment 
Protected

“With the integrated approach provided by our Symantec partners, we’ve 
effectively got layers and layers of security. Instead of using and maintaining 
multiple products for firewall, intrusion prevention, intrusion detection, antivirus, 
and more, we have unified coverage across the entire estate.”

– Graeme Hackland, Chief Information Officer, Williams Racing



Must Haves for an Integrated Cyber Defense 

Share Data from All 
Control Points

Coordinate on 
threat prevention

Report up  
to a central  

management plane

Source: 1 ESG The Shift Toward Cybersecurity Technology Platforms, February 2019



Symantec: Truly Integrated Cyber Defense

• Unified Cloud and On-Premises Security

• Best-of-breed information, identity, 
and threat protection across endpoints, 
networks, applications, and cloud apps

• Open ecosystem with hundreds of 
third-party integrations

• Shared intelligence and shared 
management, powered by the world’s 
largest civilian threat intelligence network

INTEGRATED CYBER DEFENSE
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Want to Learn More?
https://www.broadcom.com/solutions/integrated-cyber-defense

Easily Integrate More of Your Security Stack 
through ICD Exchange

• Leverage common cross-product schema 
for analytics, reports and dashboards

• Manage data policies across products

• Simplify Symantec and 3rd party  
product integration

www.broadcom.com

